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IJmuiden Locks - Noordersluis

Dimensions Locks Length Width Navigable depth

400m 50m 14m

Maximum vessel dimensions Length Beam Draught UKC

325m 42m 131dm ≥1m

Under certain conditions (= combination of draught, beam, E-going or W-going and weather) vessels 
may exceed the maximum dimensions allowed when permission is granted by the harbour master. 
Request for exemptions are to be forwarded, via www.portofamsterdam.com, 3 days in advance of the 
estimated time of passage through Noordersluis.

Visibility At least twice the vessels length plus 200m

Max. windforce 5 Bft crosswind

Tugboat assistance �� Available;
�� All tankers loaded with inflammable liquids or gasses included vessels when empty and not gas-free 

unless they are provided with an inert atmosphere are compulsory to make use of tugboats;
�� Vessels with a controllable pitch propeller, azi- and fixed pods, diesel electric propulsion or with a 

gearbox are exempt from the obligation to make use of the assistance of a tugboat.

Boatmen assistance available

Note For communication with locks see section 11.4.4.4 ‘Communication locks’.

Oranjesluizen (4 locks) 

Maximum Ship’s dimensions Up to the lock master

Remarks �� Operational: 24h;
�� Contact: see caution 11.4.4.4 ‘Communication with locks’;
�� When the difference in water level of inner IJ and outer IJ is more than 1.45m the locks are not 

operational.

IJmuiden Locks - Zeesluis IJmuiden

Dimensions Locks Length Width Navigable depth

545m 70m 16.8m

Maximum vessel dimensions Length Beam Draught

398m 57m 137.5dm

Visibility At least twice the vessels length plus 200m

Max. windforce 5 Bft crosswind

Tugboat assistance �� All tankers loaded with inflammable liquids or gasses included vessels when empty and not gas-free 
unless they are provided with an inert atmosphere are compulsory to make use of tugboats;
�� Vessels >175m are compulsory to make use of a stern and front tugboat;
�� Vessels with a controllable pitch propeller, azi- and fixed pods, diesel electric propulsion or with a 

gearbox are exempt from the obligation to make use of the assistance of a tugboat.

Boatmen assistance available

Note For communication with locks see section 11.4.4.4 ‘Communication locks’.
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